Join video meetings on-time, every time

Synergy JOIN provides a simple and intuitive way to schedule and start
video meetings.

Synergy JOIN allows users to schedule video meetings in Outlook or Google
Calendar without plug-ins and to join in ‘one-click’ from video systems, desktop or
mobile.

The broad vendor support makes it ideal for organizations with mixed environments,
internal and external communications as well as homogeneous organizations that
are communicating with externals using unknown video solutions.

HOW

KEY BENEFITS

Schedule meetings in

ü
ü

Outlook or Google Calendar.

ü
ü

ü

Ease of use in both scheduling
and joining

Join meetings with “oneclick” from anywhere.

Seamless video meetings

SUPPORTED TECHNOLOGIES
Video Endpoints:

Cisco and Polycom

ü

Conference Services:

Eliminate annoying delays

Cisco CMS, Webex, Skype4B,

Increased productivity, adoption

Teams Pexip, Google hangouts,

and usage

Zoom, Bluejeans, Lifesize

KEY FEATURES

“

Synergy JOIN is a huge timesaver. Now users

just go into the meeting room, push the green

One Click
Start all meetings with one-click.
Cisco, One Button to Push (OBTP) and Polycom,
Click-to-Join (CTJ) or set up dial out to any end-point.
Mobile and browsers click <link> to join

button and it’s on!
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Forward
Incoming invitations from Skype4B / Teams, WebEx, Pexip, Google Hangouts,
BlueJeans, Zoom, StarLeaf and other VMR providers can be forwarded to meeting
rooms and get OBTP / CTJ. Optimize your video investment
Dynamic VMR creation
Book a room or simply add pre-defined keyword (e.g. ‘@video’) in the subject to
create a unique VMR. Makes it extremely easy for anyone to create and join video
meetings
End of Conference Warnings
Customizable end of conference warnings. Advantage for room and time management
Skype IVR Option
Enables external video systems to join Skype Online (S4B O365) meetings
Auto Dial Out
Configure dial-out to rooms that not support OBTP / CTJ or to rooms that prefer to be
auto connected
Integrated Recording
Simply add a “recording” alias to the invitation to play or stream meetings. Supported
vendors are Quickchannel, Panopto and Rec.VC
Custom Invitation
Design user-friendly invitations that reflects your company’s branding

+

= Successful meetings from A to Z

Synergy CONTROL is an server application that can be added to JOIN.
CONTROL gives administrators full control of all video conferences - both ad-hoc
and scheduled.
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